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This paper develops first measures of housing sentiment for 34 cities across the U.S.
by quantifying the qualitative tone of local housing news. I find that housing media
sentiment has significant predictive power for future house prices, above and beyond his-
torically predictive factors and past returns. Sentiment leads price movements by more
than two years, and is highly correlated with available survey expectations measures.
The structure of the media sentiment index itself reflects a backward-looking nature
consistent with extrapolative expectations. Consistent with theories of sentiment, the
media sentiment index has a greater effect in markets with more minority homebuyers,
more speculative investors, and across lower-priced homes. Including additional controls
for subprime lending and easy credit has no impact on the magnitude of the results, but
the predictive effect of sentiment is amplified in markets where more subprime loans
were issued. Directly investigating the content across news articles finds that results
are not driven by news stories of unobserved fundamentals.
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1 Introduction
Sentiment, broadly defined as the psychology behind investor beliefs, has long been posited
as a determinant of asset price variation (Keynes (1936)). The potential role of sentiment is partic-
ularly important for the housing market, where financial errors can have very large consequences.
Over two-thirds of households in the United States own a home and invest the majority of their
portfolio in real estate (Tracy, Schneider and Chan (1999); Nakajima (2005)). The housing bust
in 2006 devastated millions of homeowners across the U.S., and overwhelmed banks and financial
institutions that held significant investments in mortgage-backed securities and other housing re-
lated assets. The collapse of the subprime mortgage industry quickly followed, leading the nation
into its worst economic recession since the 1930s.
Shiller (2009) and others notably argued that “animal spirits” or an irrational exuberance of
investors was a significant factor in the dramatic boom and bust of house prices in some markets.
Testing this theory, however, is difficult without empirical measures of housing sentiment. Beliefs
are not only unobservable and therefore not straightforward to quantify, but sentiment measures
for the housing market are particularly hard to attain. Typical sentiment proxies for the stock
market such as mutual fund flows, dividend premia, and close-end fund discounts are naturally not
available for housing (Baker and Wurgler (2006)). Survey measures that are available are limited
in geographic scope. While the most recent cycle included cities that experienced unprecedented
growth in house prices, there were simultaneously many markets that observed minimal or stable
movements in prices (Ferreira and Gyourko (2012)). Therefore understanding the variation of price
growth across local markets requires analogous city-level measures.
The goal of this paper is to provide real-time local measures of sentiment across a number of
city housing markets. I construct 34 city-specific housing sentiment indices corresponding to major
metropolitan areas across the U.S.. I measure housing sentiment by quantifying the qualitative
tone of local housing news media coverage. This strategy is motivated by seminal literature on
asset price bubbles that argues news media has a prominent relationship with sentiment through
an incentive to cater to readers’ preferences (Kindleberger (1978); Galbraith (1990); Shiller (2005)).
This methodology is further supported by pioneering empirical work by Tetlock (2007) and others
who have found media tone to be a consistent proxy for sentiment in the stock market. By analyzing
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local housing news articles each month, I quantify the share of the positive and negative local media
tone in each market from 2000 to the end of 2013. To my knowledge, this paper contributes the
first set of city measures of housing sentiment across several markets.
Housing media sentiment indices move ahead of prices at a significant lead of more than
two years. Cities that experienced dramatic rises and declines in house prices are preceded by
similar cycles in sentiment, while cities with milder price changes are led by more subdued or
random patterns in sentiment growth. In cities with large swings in prices, sentiment appears to
peak approximately some time in 2004. Though difficult to validate without comparable measures,
I employ two available surveys to provide evidence that media sentiment serves as a meaningful
proxy for homebuyer expectations. Though not available by city, the Michigan Survey of Consumers
(SOC) directly assesses consumers’ confidence in the housing market and also finds that their index
peaks in early 2004, a few months ahead of a national version of my housing sentiment index.
I find that for the four cities available through the Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012) survey,
respondents’ expectations exhibit similar trends to my media sentiment index city by city as well,
with correlations between the two indices ranging from 0.7 to 0.9.
Consistent with these leading patterns, I find that housing media sentiment has robust pre-
dictive power for future house price growth. I find these effects to be both statistically significant
and large in economic magnitude. This is notable as historical predictive factors have had difficulty
explaining the wide swings in house prices during this period. Fundamental determinants that
traditionally explained past patterns in house prices account for just a small fraction of changes
post-2000 (Lai and Van Order (2010)). From 2004 to 2006, for example, house prices in Miami
increased by nearly 54 percent. Observed economic fundamentals account for approximately 21 per-
centage points of this growth, while the media sentiment index explains an additional 32 percentage
points.
These results suggest that media sentiment serves as a useful predictive factor for house
prices above and beyond traditional observed variables. The positive association between the
media sentiment index and future house prices is consistent with two different interpretations.
One explanation is that these results capture the effects of sentiment, where over-exuberant beliefs
pushed prices away from fundamentals. Examining the structure of the media sentiment index more
closely does reveal a backward-looking nature over past returns consistent with behavioral theories
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of extrapolative expectations. An alternate interpretation is that local unobserved fundamentals
simultaneously drove house prices and beliefs such that the expectations of home buyers were
justified by local information. One could even argue that the leading pattern of the media sentiment
index resembles a perfect forecast in some cities. The media sentiment index could instead serve
as a valuable indicator of local market information that was otherwise unobserved.
I subsequently perform a series of tests to explore these two competing explanations. I first
exploit the textual nature of my data to directly evaluate the media index as a proxy for local
information. By tracking all words across all articles, I can examine the content across articles
firsthand. I then separate the articles to create a set of “media fundamentals” indices that track
the positive and negative tone across articles that discuss any relevant housing market information.
I find that the effect of the housing sentiment index remains extremely robust to a discussion of
fundamentals, both separately and together. The only set of articles that shares some predictive
power with the media sentiment index are those that discuss credit conditions. The inclusion of
additional controls for subprime lending patterns and the availability of credit, however, does not
affect the significance and magnitude of the predictive effect of the housing media sentiment index.
I then evaluate the sentiment interpretation of the media index by isolating a subset of articles
that likely only reflect sentiment but lack any informational content. Through surveys of newspaper
readership, I identify two types of articles that cater to readers who are more likely subject to
sentiment. The first are those articles published over the weekend. Surveys report that weekend
readership is concentrated among those who have preferences for lighter content, and thus demand
more entertaining, sentiment-driven articles. The second set are those I define as “narrative” news
articles. Narratives or “people-style” news are reported to increase readership among lighter readers
through a human interest appeal, and consist of anecdotal stories rather than actual information.
Using the detailed information in my dataset, I develop two alternative sentiment measures based on
these smaller subsample of articles. Narrowing the identifying variation to these alternate measures
still finds a large and significant effect of media sentiment on future house prices. Even restricting
the variation to just the trend in weekend tone over and above those that occur over all weekdays
does not affect the results.
In the final section, I take advantage of the availability of the cross-sectional indices to test
effects that should be consistent with an interpretation of sentiment. Since arbitrage is particularly
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binding in the housing market, theory predicts that markets with less-informed demand should be
subject to greater effects of sentiment. Shiller (2009) and others have raised concerns particularly
over the disproportionate lack of access to financial advice available to minority and low-income
households. Consistent with these arguments, I find that sentiment effects are significantly greater
in markets with more minority mortgage applicants and among lower-priced homes. Theories on
sentiment further suggest that rational traders may respond to increased sentiment in the market
to anticipate increasing asset prices. Indeed, I find that the effect of sentiment is also notably
larger among housing markets with a greater entrance of speculative investors. Finally, I show
that while subprime lending patterns do not affect the impact of sentiment on prices, the effect of
sentiment is proportionally greater in markets where subprime lending was more prevalent. Many
voiced suspicions that subprime lenders targeted those most uninformed, and we would expect
those subject to sentiment to be more vulnerable to taking out risky, subprime loans. These results
also provide potential context for why prior studies have been unable to explain the magnitude of
the boom with the ease of credit alone, and highlight potential subprime lending effects through a
relationship with sentiment.
These findings complement a number of empirical studies that attempt to quantify sentiment
and provide evidence for its effect on asset prices (Edmans, Garcia and Norli (2007); Baker and
Wurgler (2006, 2007); Baker, Wurgler and Yuan (2012); Baker and Stein (2004); Greenwood and
Nagel (2009); Barber, Odean and Zhu (2009); Brown and Cliff (2005)). At the same time, the
evidence in this paper relates to a large body of work that explores determinants and consequences
of the last housing boom and bust (Piskorski, Seru and Vig (2010); Avery and Brevoort (2010);
Haughwout et al. (2011); Bhutta (2009); Bayer, Geissler and Roberts (2011); Glaeser, Gyourko and
Saiz (2008); Gerardi et al. (2008); Ho and Pennington-Cross (2008)). This paper also generally
relates to a larger literature that explores housing price dynamics and more specifically to studies
that explore the role of expectations in the housing market (Genesove and Mayer (2001); Piazzesi
and Schneider (2009); Goetzmann, Peng and Yen (2012); Arce and López-Salido (2011); Burnside,
Eichenbaum and Rebelo (2011); Favilukis, Ludvigson and Nieuwerburgh (2010)). Finally, this paper
contributes to research that links media coverage to trading activity and shows that media sentiment
can be used to predict asset prices beyond stock market applications (Tetlock (2007); Tetlock, Saar-
Tsechansky and Macskassy (2008); Tetlock (2011); Antweiler and Frank (2004); Barber and Loeffler
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(1993); Dougal et al. (2012); Dyck and Zingales (2003); Engelberg (2008); Engelberg and Parsons
(2011); Garcia (2012); Gurun and Butler (2012)).
Section 2 details how the sentiment index is calculated and validated against existing survey
measures. Section 3 describes the trends in the housing media sentiment index, and reports the
results of predictive regressions between the media sentiment index and prices. In Section 4, I
explore the interpretation of the index as a proxy for sentiment versus unobserved fundamentals.
Section 5 concludes and discusses potential avenues for future work.
2 Measuring Housing Market Sentiment with the Media
Prominent literature on bubbles and panics stress that the news media has an important relation-
ship with investor beliefs (Kindleberger (1978); Galbraith (1990); Shiller (2005)). They argue that
newspapers have a demand-side incentive to cater to reader preferences, and will reflect readers’
expectations over assets they own. Mullainathan and Shleifer (2005) formalize these arguments by
assuming readers have a disutility for news that is inconsistent with their beliefs, citing psychol-
ogy literature that shows people have a tendency to favor information that confirms their priors.
Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) find empirical evidence that readers have a preference for news consis-
tent with their political beliefs and that news outlets respond accordingly. At the same time, Shiller
(2005) argues that news outlets have the power to influence reader beliefs through its chosen tone
or emphasis of particular positive or negative events. Indeed, studies such as Dougal et al. (2012)
have found supporting causal evidence that financial journalists can influence investor behavior and
stock market returns.
Housing in particular receives heavy media attention as “a source of endless fascination for
the general public, because we live in houses, we work on them every day” (Shiller (2005)). Housing
is also a widely held investment by individual buyers who may be more likely subject to media
slant than the typical stock market investor. Thus whether the news media influences or reflects
beliefs, any positive relationship presents a unique opportunity to capture expectations in a market
where alternative proxies are otherwise difficult to attain. Sentiment proxies in the stock market
such as mutual fund flows, IPO first day returns, and the close-end fund discount, for example, are
naturally not available for the housing market (Baker and Wurgler (2006)). Surveys such as Case
and Shiller (2003) and the Michigan/Reuters Survey of Consumers provide direct assessments of
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home buyer expectations, but can be expensive to run and are therefore limited in frequency and/or
restricted in geographic breakdown. Because news is local and recurring, however, the news media
provides a potential medium through which we can quantify housing expectations both across time
and city by city.
My source for news articles is Factiva.com, a comprehensive online database of newspapers.
Factiva categorizes its articles by subject, and provides a subject code that identifies articles that
discuss local real estate markets. This code is determined by a propriety algorithm that remains
objective across all newspapers and years. Routine real estate property listings are not included.
Wire-service articles (such as those by the Associated Press) are also generally excluded, as syndi-
cated stories cannot be redistributed and typically do not appear in the Factiva database. Thus,
articles in my sample are those written by local staff reporters.
I collect all news articles discussing real estate markets between January 2000 and December
2013 from the major newspaper publications of 34 cities, including the 20 cities followed by the
Case-Shiller home price indices. Most cities have one major newspaper that dominates the news
market, with the exception of Boston, Detroit, and Los Angeles, which have two. Newspaper
sources for each city are listed in the Appendix. I extract the full text of each article, and record
each individual word with its corresponding date, word position, and originating newspaper. My
final dataset assembles 37,537 newspaper articles, consisting of over 29 million words.
I capture media tone through a textual analysis of the content across newspaper articles.
Textual analysis is an increasingly popular methodology used to quantify the tone of financial
documents (Engelberg (2008); Antweiler and Frank (2004); Li (2006); Loughran and Mcdonald
(2011); Tetlock (2007); Jegadeesh and Wu (2011); Hanley and Hoberg (2010); Kothari, Li and
Short (2009); Feldman and Segal (2008); Henry (2008)). I apply the most standard methodology
employed by this literature, which uses a dictionary-based method to quantify the raw frequency
of positive and negative words in a text. To do so, these papers typically identify words as positive
or negative based on an external word list. External word lists such as those from the Harvard
IV-4 Psychological Dictionary are preferred because they are predetermined and less vulnerable
to subjectivity from the author. Recent studies have argued, however, that these general tonal
lists can at times contain irrelevant words and lead to noisy measures (Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky
and Macskassy (2008)). For example, Engelberg (2008) points out that Harvard IV-4 positive
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list contains word such as company or shares can unintentionally capture other effects in finance
applications. Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) show that the noise introduced by the general Harvard
negative word list can also be substantial and argues that word lists should be discipline-specific to
reduce measurement error.
To balance these concerns, I employ a predetermined list from the Harvard IV-4 dictionary
to reduce subjectivity, but choose one that is to relevant to how the media expresses positive or
negative tone over housing. Shiller (2008) suggests that the media embellishes market activity
by employing superlatives that emphasize increases and upward movements. For example, my
sample includes articles with headlines such as “Home Sales Skyrocket!”, “Home Prices Zoom Up”,
or “Housing is HOT, HOT, HOT!!” Thus to capture words like skyrocket, zoom, or hot, I use
the Harvard IV-4 lists Increase and Rise as a base set.1 I remove any words from the original
list that would result in obvious misclassifications, and then expand the remaining words with
corresponding superlatives. Table 2 provides sample positive words and their corresponding word
counts. Following Loughran and Mcdonald (2011), I also expand the list with inflections and tenses
that retain the original meaning of each word. Word counts for the root word skyrocket, for example,
also include skyrockets, skyrocketed, and skyrocketing. The original Harvard IV-4 lists include 136
words and the expanded list, including inflections and synonyms, contains 403 words. 2 I repeat
the above process to create negative word lists using the converse Harvard IV-4 lists Decrease and
Fall.





i.e., the number of positive minus negative words divided by the total number of words across all
housing articles in each period.3 I additionally adjust both negative and positive word counts for
negation using the terms: no, not, none, neither, never, nobody. I consider a word negated if it
1These lists can be found at http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/∼inquirer/Increas.html and
http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/∼inquirer/rise.html. My dictionary source for synonyms is Rogets 21st Century
Thesaurus, 3rd Edition ( (2012) ).
2Full words lists are available upon request.
3This calculation essentially treats all articles in one period as one long document; an alternative method is to
calculate the share of positive and negative words in each individual article and then average across articles. I try
both methods and do not find a difference in values.
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is preceded within five words by one of these negation terms.4 The above calculation represents
the most raw and baseline index of media tone. Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) propose an al-
ternative “term-weighted” index that also adjusts for the commonality and frequency of a word
across documents. I find that this and other alternative variations are highly correlated with the
baseline version above, and subsequently report all results with the baseline version above. Details
on alternate versions and their correlations with the baseline index are available in the Appendix.
Validating a measures of housing sentiment is by nature challenging when beliefs are un-
observable and alternative proxies are otherwise rare. Existing surveys of home buyer confidence
cannot validate each measure city by city, but can be used to compare overall trends on the na-
tional level. The University of Michigan/Reuters Survey of Consumers (SOC) surveys a nationally
representative sample of 500 individuals each month on their attitudes toward business and buying
conditions, including those of the housing market. Specifically, the SOC asks, “Generally speaking,
do you think now is a good or bad time to buy a house?” Respondents answer “yes,”“no,” or “do
not know.” Figure 1 plots the percentage of respondents that answered “yes” against a national
version of my housing expectations index. I calculate a national index of media tone using the
same weights applied to the twenty cities in Case-Shiller Composite-20 home price index. My mea-
sure of housing media tone reveals a strikingly similar pattern to the SOC survey measure. Both
measures increase rapidly from 2000 to 2003, peaking in early 2004. Both fall rapidly from 2004
to 2006, dropping well below original levels of confidence in 2000. Media tone appears to generally
lag survey confidence on average by two to six months, consistent with theories that the media
responds to reader preferences in the housing market. Both measures rebound early 2008, peaking
and declining slightly again in late 2009. Both of the increases occur before the temporary rebound
of the housing market in 2009, but fall slightly again afterwards. The correlation between the SOC
survey and media measure of expectations is equal to approximately 0.84.
Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012) implement surveys that provide even more detailed per-
spectives on investor expectations. They directly ask respondents how much they expect their
house price to grow over the next ten years. Answers reveal astonishingly high expectations; with
respondents expecting prices to rise an average of 11 to 13 percent each year. Survey expenses
4Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) apply the same strategy except with a preceding word distance of three words.
Textual analysis studies in the computer science field use a preceding distance of five words, so I opt for the wider
window.
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limit coverage to four suburban areas and an annual snapshot, but nonetheless provide a valuable
opportunity to validate my media index on a local level for at least four cities. Panel B of Figure
1 plots the Case-Shiller survey measures against my media expectations index for San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Boston, and Milwaukee. As with national trends, my media index exhibits parallel
patterns to survey measures on a city level. Both my media index and survey measures of expecta-
tions in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Boston similarly peak in 2004, and hit a low point in 2008
before rising again. Measures for Milwaukee display more moderate patterns from 2003 to 2006,
both in the survey and media index. Correlations between my media index of expectations and the
Case-Shiller Survey for each city range from approximately 0.7 to 0.74.
3 House Prices and Media Sentiment
3.1 Descriptive Patterns
I obtain quarterly residential home prices across my sample of 34 cities from the Federal Housing
Finance Agency (FHFA). Like the Case-Shiller home price index, the FHFA home price index esti-
mates price changes for single-family homes with repeat sales to control for the changing quality of
houses being sold through time. Their estimates are based on data on repeat mortgage transactions
that have been purchased or securitized by Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac. The FHFA indices cover
additional cities in my sample beyond the twenty major cities followed by Standard&Poor/Case-
Shiller. Both indexes, however, are highly correlated (0.87). I use the Case-Shiller Composite-20
index as a measure of aggregate prices for the U.S..
Figure 2 plots media sentiment and house prices for the composite-20 indices and a sample
of four cities. As seen in Figure 1, the composite-20 sentiment index mirrors the SOC survey
expectations pattern, exhibiting a striking boom and bust pattern that peaks in early to mid-2004.
Aggregate house prices follow a similar rise and fall pattern, but at a lag of nearly three years. This
pattern is driven by cities such as Los Angeles and Las Vegas (pictured below), which experienced a
similar leading boom-bust trend in media sentiment followed by house prices. Cities with minimal
price appreciation such as Atlanta and Cleveland, however, appear to have more random patterns
in media sentiment from 2000-2004. While these cities did not observe large run-ups in prices, they
did experience large declines in prices that seem to be somewhat preceded by patterns of decline in
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media sentiment as well. As Ferreira and Gyourko (2012) also document, I observe a wide variation
in house price changes across cities in my sample during this period. Likewise, I find significant
variation in the timing and magnitude of appreciation of sentiment index across cities as well. The
full sample of plots for all 34 cities and summary descriptives are available in the Appendix.
The lead time between media sentiment and prices seems relatively large, particularly in
comparison to the stock market where sentiment predicts prices and their reversals over just several
days (Tetlock (2007); Baker and Wurgler (2006)). Yet both the SOC and Case-Shiller surveys also
find that expectations started declining in 2004, so the pattern in the media index appears to be
consistent with survey expectations. Furthermore, the SOC survey measure of housing confidence
leads my media sentiment measure by two to six months, suggesting expectations move even earlier.
One explanation for the large lead is that the transaction process of buying a home has a much
higher fixed cost than that of the stock market, and consequently takes considerably longer for home
buyers to act in response to rising optimism. The home-buying process includes several steps, from
searching for mortgage lenders, qualifying for a loan, to initiating the search for a home. The
actual search process for a home itself can also take several months from first search to an accepted
offer. Depending on details of home inspection and financing, from first offer to final closing on
a home can often take at least one month. The shortest average reported mortgage loan closing
period reported by Ellie Mae, a technology company that tracks mortgage applications, is 37 days.5
Finally, house price indices are based on publicly recorded transactions registered with the county
deeds records, which are not recorded until after a transaction has finally closed.
3.2 Predicting Prices with Media Sentiment
The leading patterns across cities suggest media housing sentiment may have a predictive relation-
ship with house prices. I explore the effect of my media measure of expectations on house prices
with the following linear framework :
4pit+1 = α+ λLk4pit + βLk∆sit + γ4xit + εit+1 (2)
5See: http://www.elliemae.com/
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where i denotes each city and t indicates a quarterly period. A lowercase letter represents a log
operator such that (pt = logPt) and4 denotes the first difference such that ∆pt+1 = logPt+1−logPt.
I control for past price changes in all specifications, as denoted by 4pit. Predictability in house
price changes has been well documented across a number of studies. Among the most well-known,
Case and Shiller (1989) find significant positive serial correlation and predictability with past price
growth in four markets. FHFA house price changes across my sample of 34 cities exhibit positive
serial correlation with an average AR(1) coefficient equal to approximately 0.42.
Vector 4xt includes a set of economic variables such as rents, population, income, employ-
ment, and interest rates that have been shown to predict residential house price growth over time.
The “fundamental value” of an asset typically refers to its present discounted value of future cash
flow, which models of housing assume housing pays dividends in the form of rental services. I obtain
city-level measures of rents from REIS.com, which provides average asking rents on rental units with
common characteristics with single family homes. A number of housing studies also highlight the
importance of labor market variables on housing demand (Roback (1982); Rosen (1979); Nakajima
(2011); Mankiw and Weil (1989)). I attain local employment and levels and unemployment rates
by city from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The Rosen/Roback model of spatial equilibrium
also suggests income as an important demand shifter. I include city measures of personal income
per capita and population from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). Studies argue that low
interest rates should lead to increased housing demand and higher prices (Himmelberg, Mayer and
Sinai (2005); Mayer and Sinai (2009); Taylor (2009)). I include the national 30-year conventional
mortgage rate relevant to most home buyers, but also compute real interest rates following Him-
melberg, Mayer and Sinai (2005) by subtracting the Livingston Survey 10-year expected inflation
rate from the 10-year Treasury bond rate for robustness.
This set of economic “fundamentals” does an exceptional job explaining the changes in house
prices prior to 2000, but has difficulty explaining the variation in the most recent cycle. The vector
4xt predicts nearly 70 percent of variation in composite house prices prior to 2000. Using the same
set of economic variables to explain house price growth after 2000, however, explains less than 10
percent of the variation. Local economic variables explain more of the variation in prices city to
city post-2000 than in the composite, but are able to explain 1.55 times more variation prior to
2000. These traditional housing factors are able to explain more variation in prices in cities that
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had stable house price appreciation, but account for minimal movement in cities with large swings
in prices post-2000.
Thus, Equation 2 considers whether a media proxy for expectations serves as a significant
predictor for house prices during this period. I first normalize my index to be positive with the same
adjustment as the SOC survey measure (i.e. pos−neg+ 100)). I then orthogonalize my measure of
expectations from the observed vector of fundamentals,4xt. Thus,4st represents log differences in
my measure of housing media sentiment, orthogonalized to observed fundamentals, and Lk is a lag
operator that indicates k number of lags such that lags Lk∆snt = lnSn,t−k− lnSn,t−k−1. I impose a
finite-distributed lag structure with three years of quarter periods such that k = 12. The parameter
β then captures the the total accumulated predictive effect of expectations on house prices for each
individual lag k of Lk4st. Equation 2 tests the alternative hypothesis that β 6= 0 against the null
that β = 0. If media sentiment simply reflects price movements or economic fundamentals already
incorporated into prices, then β should not be significantly different than zero.
Table 3 presents the results from Equation 2. The first row reports the total accumulated
effect of expectations, β, on the current t quarterly growth in prices. The subsequent rows breaks
down the lagged effect of expectations by years. Estimates show that a one percent appreciation in
accumulated lagged sentiment is positively associated with a future quarterly price appreciation of
approximately 2.8 percentage points. This is significant in magnitude relative to the unconditional
mean of quarterly house price appreciation of 1.97 percent. Note that these coefficient estimates
represent the predicted effect of housing media sentiment above and beyond both historical housing
economic variables and past prices changes. Even focusing on the effects of just one lagged year,
housing sentiment and price growth nearly have a one-to-one relationship. To put magnitudes into
further context, a one standard deviation increase in a one year accumulation of housing sentiment
in Las Vegas predicts approximately 12 percent future quarterly price growth. The largest quarterly
price growth during in my sample occurred in Las Vegas in Q2 of 2004, appreciating almost 12.5
percent.
Columns 1 through 3 of Table 3 compares t-statistics calculated based on 3 different standard
error procedures. In Column 1, I assume the error term εt+1 is heteroskedastic across time and
serially correlated within city, and calculate panel Newey and West (1987) standard errors that
are robust to heteroskedasticity and auto-correlation up to twelve lags. This column assumes
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errors are correlated within city since studies have documented little mobility in homeowners across
states. Nonetheless, the presence of spatial correlation across my measures could severely understate
calculated standard errors (Foote (2007)). To address potential cross-sectional spatial dependence,
I calculate Driscoll and Kraay (1998) standard errors for robustness. I find this does increase
my standard errors, suggesting some dependence exists across cities. Nonetheless, my estimates
remain statistically significant. In column 3, I allow for further flexibility in the structure of this
dependence and cluster my standard errors by time and city. Doing so increases my standard errors
minimally, while estimates remain statistically significant.
3.3 Determinants of Media Sentiment
The results in Table 3 show that expectations, as proxied by media sentiment, are positively as-
sociated with future house prices. At the same time, expectations may also be influenced by past
price changes. In their first survey of home buyer expectations, Case and Shiller (1988) concluded
“people seem to form their expectations from past price movements rather than knowledge of fun-
damentals.” In their updated surveys, Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012) find that home buyers’
expectations appeared extremely high, projecting an appreciation of more than 10 percent per year
for the next 10 years. While these expectations at first seem wildly unrealistic, Case, Shiller and
Thompson (2012) note that the Case-Shiller composite-10 index had indeed appreciated nearly 11
percent per year over the last ten years from 1996 to 2006. Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) examine
six different surveys of investor expectations on the stock market, and find that investor expecta-
tions do appear to extrapolate from past market returns. I explore the nature of my measure of
housing expectations with an analogous linear specification in their study:
Sit = α+ λRit−k + δlogPit + γlogXit + uit (3)
where Sit denotes the level of housing expectations in city i at quarter t, and Rit−k represents the
cumulative return in city i’s local housing market from period k to t. Variable pit denotes the local
log housing price level, and xit is the same vector of economic variables from Equation 2. I report
results based on standard errors clustered by time and city.
Table 4 reports the estimates from Equation 3 for four different time horizons. Columns
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1-4 regress the housing media sentiment index on 6-month, 1-year, 2-year, and 3-year cumulative
price growth respectively. The results show that past price appreciation predicts higher media
sentiment, consistent with home buyer expectations in Case and Shiller (1988) and Case, Shiller
and Thompson (2012) survey responses. Column 1 shows that the coefficient on a 1-year lagged
cumulative return is equal to approximately 10.67. This implies that if returns to housing in the
last 6 months increase by one standard deviation (approximately 5.4 percent), then the housing
media sentiment index will increase by approximately 0.9 units. Given that the media sentiment
index ranges from approximately 96 to 110, this translates to a 6 percent increase.
The most recent returns appear to have the greatest impact, though past returns have a
positive and significant impact across all given columns. The magnitude of the estimated effects
of lagged returns decline with further distance, where the coefficient on the one-year cumulative
returns is equal to 7.3 down to 2.60 for 3 year returns. Coefficient estimates for the logged price level
are not significant across all columns, indicating that the accumulation of all past returns (at least
in the given sample) does not affect current housing sentiment. This result further emphasizes that
the effect of lagged returns on media sentiment only holds for the most recent returns. Extending
the window of returns to just 5 years (k = 20) in Equation 3, results in estimates that are no longer
significant. These findings suggest that housing expectations, as proxied by the media, possess a
backward-looking nature consistent with theories of extrapolative expectations in behavioral finance
(Barberis, Shleifer and Vishny (1998); Campbell and Kyle (1993); Cutler, Poterba and Summers
(1990); De Long et al. (1990a); Fuster, Laibson and Mendel (2010)). The results are also consistent
with the structure of investor expectations Greenwood and Shleifer (2014) find in the stock market.
Equation 3 includes all the housing fundamentals from Equation 2, but only the housing
mortgage rate has any effect of notable significance. Table 4 reports the coefficient estimates on
the 30-year mortgage rate, and shows that the mortgage rate is negatively associated with media
sentiment. As the mortgage rate declines, housing media sentiment increases. This is consistent
with responses in the SOC that answered optimistic about housing because mortgage rates were
low. As Piazzesi and Schneider (2009) point out, interest rates have historically been a major driver
of housing perception and these estimates suggest that mortgage rates continued to have an impact
on public perception during this sample period as well.
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4 Interpretation
The above results show that housing sentiment, as captured by the media, is positively associated
with future house price growth. This predictive effect is robust to known fundamental controls
that have explained house prices well historically. The structure of the housing sentiment index
appears to be extrapolative in nature, and peaks more than two and half years ahead of house
prices on average. One interpretation of these results is that they capture the effects of sentiment,
in which investor beliefs were over-optimistic and drove house prices away from fundamentals. The
media sentiment index certainly does mirror patterns in the Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012)
survey, where home buyer expectations look unjustifiably high and similarly peak in 2004. At the
same time, however, these results could also be consistent with a story of unobserved fundamentals
that were instead driving price growth. Housing markets are inherently local, and local media in
particular could convey information on local fundamentals that are otherwise difficult to observe
or collect. Another possibility then is that the media sentiment index represents a valuable source
of unobserved information about the local housing market. Reviewing the patterns in Figure 2,
particularly in markets with a defined boom and bust of prices, one could argue that the media
proxy even looks like a perfect forecast, perhaps an indication expectations reflected justified local
information.
The goal in this section is to provide a set of tests to explore these two interpretations
empirically. The advantage of measuring housing sentiment with the news media is that we can
exploit the richness of the data both across text and cross-sectional city indices. We can then use
this analysis to test results that we expect to be consistent with an interpretation of sentiment
versus a story of information on unobserved fundamentals.
4.1 Testing the News Content over Fundamentals
I first address the interpretation of the media sentiment index as a source of unmeasured funda-
mentals by examining the informational content of the articles firsthand. By keeping track of all
of the text across articles, I can directly examine whether my media sentiment index is driven
by articles discussing particular housing variables. Following an analogous strategy from Tetlock,
Saar-Tsechansky and Macskassy (2008), I flag any news article that mentions stem words such as
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“rents,”“population,” or “taxes” that may indicate discussions of local housing market information.
I then quantify the fraction of positive and negative words across these articles to create a set of
“media fundamentals” analogous to my overall housing media sentiment index. For example in
Table 5, “Media Rents” is an index of the positive and negative words across all local articles that
discuss rents, “Media User Costs” refers to words across any articles that discuss factors enter into
the user cost of housing such as property taxes and maintenance costs, and “Media Demographics”
indicate any articles that discuss local population and income. Through this strategy, the news
media index also presents a potential opportunity to quantify particular information in markets
where fundamentals are difficult to observe.
I then additionally control for these media fundamentals in Equation 2 to see if any of these
measures reduce my estimated effect of expectations. If the discussion of fundamentals from these
articles drive the patterns in my main housing media sentiment index, then controlling for words in
these articles should drive down the significance and magnitude of the results in Table 3. Note that
I control for each for all k = 12 lags of each media fundamental as well as all observed controls from
Equation 2. Table 5 shows that the estimated effects of media sentiment on price growth remain
robust to controlling for news content over fundamentals. Columns 1 through 7 add each media
control sequentially to test the stability of the coefficient estimate for the overall sentiment index,
β. Coefficient estimates of β remain remarkably robust with the inclusion of each additional control
and decline neither in significance nor magnitude. As argued by a number of previous studies, the
stability of estimates to the sequential addition of controls suggests bias from unobserved factors
is less likely (Altonji, Elder and Taber (2005); Angrist and Krueger (1999)). The magnitude and
precision of β actually increase after including the first media control for rents compared to the
estimates in Table 3, and the magnitude continues to increase to 3.8 in column 6. This translates
to a nearly four to one increase in price growth in response to accumulated housing sentiment.
Column 7 shows that the effect of the overall media sentiment index slightly drops in magnitude to
3.4 after controlling for news articles discussing credit conditions, though still 0.6 percentage points
higher than estimates in Table 3.
Credit Conditions. The estimated effect of housing media sentiment remains significant,
positive, and large in magnitude after accounting for an extensive set of fundamental articles.
The only media fundamental to reduce the magnitude somewhat in Table 5 is the fraction of
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positive and negative words across articles discussing credit conditions. While not a typical housing
fundamental historically, an additional new factor largely debated during the housing crisis was the
availability of easy credit. Mian and Sufi (2011) show that the extraordinary rise in house prices from
2000-2005 was also accompanied by an unprecedented expansion of mortgage credit, particularly
in the subprime market (Mian and Sufi (2009); Glaeser, Gottlieb and Gyourko (2010)). Easing
lending standards and rising approval rates opened home-buying to a new set of consumers, which
potentially allowed a new group of homebuyers to shift aggregate demand and drive up house price
growth (Keys et al. (2010); Keys, Seru and Vig (2012); Mian, Sufi and Trebbi (2010)).6
While the results in Table 5 suggest the predictive effects of sentiment are not driven by
a news discussion of credit conditions, I collect additional credit variables to further control for
subprime lending and easy credit during this period. I first include the 6-month London Interbank
Offered Rate (LIBOR). Estimations in Table 3 already include changes in the 30-year mortgage
rate, but many adjustable-rate subprime mortgages were set at an initial fixed rate for the first
two years and then indexed to changes in the LIBOR six-month rate (Mayer, Pence and Sherlund
(2009); Gerardi et al. (2008)). I also collect loan-to-value ratios and subprime lending variables
from a proprietary dataset provided by DataQuick, an industry data provider (Ferreira, Gyourko
and Tracy (2010)). DataQuick collects detailed transaction level data on over 23 million housing
transactions from 1993 to 2012, and provides full coverage for 23 cities in my sample. Thus,
the sample size is smaller, but still provides a substantial number of observations for estimation
(N = 762). Loan-to-value ratios include the total amount of mortgage debt including not only the
primary but also any debt up to three loans taken to finance the home. I calculate the measure
of percent of subprime mortgages following Ferreira and Gyourko (2012). The share of subprime
loans in a city is the share of loans issued by any of the top twenty subprime lenders ranked by the
publication Inside Mortgage Finance.
I re-estimate Equation 2 for the sample with additional controls for credit lending. Since
the sample size is smaller than my original estimations, I present the results separately in Table 6.
6Other papers that explore subprime lending explanations and the role of mortgage securitization in the housing
crisis are Bajari, Chu and Park (2008); Danis and Pennington-Cross (2008); Demyanyk and Van Hemert (2011);
Gerardi et al. (2008); Goetzmann, Peng and Yen (2012); Mayer and Pence (2008); Mayer, Johnson and Faltin-
Traeger (2010); Haughwout and Tracy (2009) Adelino, Gerardi and Willen (2009); Campbell, Giglio and Pathak
(2011); Foote, Gerardi and Willen (2008); Mayer, Pence and Sherlund (2009); Mian and Sufi (2009); Mian, Sufi and
Trebbi (2010); Piskorski, Seru and Vig (2010).
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Column 1 also first provides a baseline estimate for the smaller sample of cities for comparison. As
in Table 3, column 1 includes controls for past price changes and the vector of housing fundamentals
Xt. Estimated effects are larger in magnitude for the smaller sample with a coefficient estimate for
lagged media sentiment of 4.8. Column 2 additionally controls for the changes in the six-month
LIBOR rate and shows estimates for β does not waver in significance or magnitude. Column 3 adds
controls for lagged local loan-to-value ratios, and estimates remain similarly robust. As Glaeser,
Gottlieb and Gyourko (2010) point out, it is difficult for loan-to-value (LTV) ratios to explain
price changes as LTVs did not change much across time during this period. Column 4 shows that
estimates remain significant after controlling for lagged subprime lending, but remains robust in
magnitude at 3.4.
Consistent with Mian and Sufi (2011), I observe that the percent of subprime lending across
cities rises and falls contemporaneously with house prices, similarly peaking in early to mid 2006.7
Thus as with prices, the housing sentiment media index appears to peak before patterns of subprime
lending as well. Ferreira and Gyourko (2011) find that the share of subprime lending actually
appears to lag the boom in house prices, and note that these patterns may suggest that lending
may have responded to rather than influenced price movements. Mian and Sufi (2009) do not
find evidence that suggests high price expectations enabled lenders to expand credit to subprime
borrowers, however, while Agarwal et al. (2012) finds evidence of positive sentiment effects on
overall loan approvals.
The results in this section suggest that patterns in the housing media sentiment index are
not driven by news content on fundamentals. While controls are subject to those fundamentals
we opt to include, the informational content we can choose explored through the text is unlimited.
Nonetheless, given the set I include in the above results, the predictive effects of the media sentiment
index does not appear driven by mentions of any particular fundamental across articles. The only
news articles that appear to have some effect on the magnitude of the media index coefficients are
those that include discussions of credit, however including additional controls for subprime lending
does not diminish the predictive effect of the media index on prices.
7Interestingly, I find that the fraction of subprime lending also booms and busts in cities such as Denver where
prices remained relatively stable, peaking at more than 20 percent in early 2006.
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4.2 Weekend and Narrative Sentiment Indices
The previous section examines the media index as a proxy for unobserved fundamentals by directly
examining the informational content of the news articles. Conversely, the following section directly
explores the sentiment interpretation of the media index by isolating news articles likely to only
reflect sentiment and unlikely to contain any informational content. I extract two subsamples of
news articles that fall into this category. The first set are those articles that are published on the
weekend. The Readership Institute of Northwestern University conducted a 2000 survey of 37,000
newspaper readers and found that readership is highest on the weekend, driven by the greater
proportion of “light” readers.8 Light readers are defined as those who spend fewer than 16 minutes
reading the newspaper a week. These readers also prefer content that is lighter in informational
content and entertaining in style. Thus, weekend articles are those more likely subject to sentiment
due to the profile of reader preferences it must cater to in order to maximize its readership.
Because my dataset tracks the date of each news article, I am able to identify the exact day






I employ the same identical methodology used to calculate my overall sentiment index, but restrict
my analysis to the tone of articles that occur on a Saturday or Sunday. Not only are weekend
news articles more likely to reflect sentiment, they are also less likely to reflect information on
fundamentals. Market news tends to be reported during the business week, and official press
releases on housing data only occur on a working weekday. Nevertheless while news stories on the
weekend are less likely to be contaminated by news on fundamentals, weekend editions could still
contain articles that summarize information that is reported during the working week. To address
this issue, I calculate an analogous index of the share of positive and negative words that occur on
a weekday, and control for these patterns directly in my estimations that I discuss further below.
The second set of articles I extract are those I define as “narrative” news articles in my
sample. A narrative article refers to one that narrates a story or account of events around particular
individuals. The 2000 Readership Institute Survey reports that readers have high preference for
8Survey reports can be found at http://www.readership.org/reports.asp
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“people-centered news.” These articles contain anecdotal stories, but tend to offer no actual news
or information on the market. Narrative articles can even provide misinformation, by supporting a
particular positive or negative sentiment with one individual story. The study finds that the “light”
readers prefer articles that are easier to read, and newspapers that are successful at satisfying these
readers are those that publish more “feature-style” stories. Thus similar to the weekend, narrative
articles are also those more likely driven by sentiment and entertainment in order to capture reader
attention.
I identify narrative articles by locating those that discuss individual people. I isolate any
article that includes a name from name lists from the Social Security Administration (SSA) and
the Census. The Social Security publishes a list of the 200 most popular first names of the 2000s. I
create a list of last names with the top 1000 most frequently occurring surnames in the 2000 census.
I then define an article as narrative if it discusses any of these names in its first paragraph. I exclude
any articles that match a quoted statement by an individual in case these are cited statements from
various housing experts. I then analyze the tone across only the identified narrative articles in
my sample, and calculate an analogous narrative sentiment index, SNarrativeit , to my weekend-only
index above.
Using these alternative sentiment measures, I again estimate equation 5 with the weekend
and narrative indices respectively. The framework and all fundamental controls remain the same,
with just the overall sentiment index replaced. The tests in the previous section included the set
of media fundamentals to see whether informational articles in fact drove the variation behind the
estimated effect of sentiment on prices. Conversely, the estimations in this section instead tests
whether narrowing the identifying variation to a smaller subsample of sentiment-driven articles still
maintain the predictive effect of sentiment from baseline results. Estimations using the weekend
sentiment index also additionally include controls for the tone across weekday news. If weekend
articles simply summarize information discussed during the week, then we should not expect to
find a weekend sentiment effect distinct from weekday tone. In these estimations, the identifying
variation is narrowed even further to just the changes in the tone across weekend articles above and
beyond the patterns already observed throughout the business week.
Table 7 presents the results of estimating an effect of sentiment with just the weekend and
narrative indices. Column 1 first presents the baseline results from Table 3 using the overall senti-
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ment index for comparison. As in the Table 3, the first row reports the total effect of lagged media
sentiment, β, on future quarterly appreciation in house prices. Column 2 reports the results from
estimating equation 5 using the weekend sentiment index. Because estimations in column 2 also
include controls for weekday tone, the estimated coefficient on the weekend sentiment index, βWknd,
represents the differential effect of sentiment of weekend over weekday news. Results show that
the estimated effect of sentiment remains significant and large in magnitude. The magnitude of
the estimated coefficient declines slightly from 2.8 percentage points to 2.6, but is not statistically
different from baseline estimations. Column 3 reports the estimates using just the narrative senti-
ment index. Estimates for narrative sentiment, βNarrative, again remain robust in both statistical
significance and magnitude. Coefficients in column 3 are even slightly larger in magnitude than
the weekend estimation results, but again are not statistically different than the baseline results.
Thus as previous results show that media reports on fundamentals do not drive out the effect of
sentiment, estimates restricted to to narrowed sentiment measures continue to show a significant
and large effect of sentiment on house prices.
4.3 Cross-Sectional Effects of Housing Media Sentiment
The preceding sections take advantage of the textual nature of the data, which allows for a direct
analysis of the content across articles. Measuring sentiment with news media further provides an
avenue to create indices across several markets in real time, creating an opportunity to explore
sentiment effects cross-sectionally. Given the city-wide variation in house price changes during this
period, this is particularly useful when exploring the relationship between sentiment and prices
in the housing market. With access to city-specific indices, we can explore whether prices and
sentiment vary systematically according to any city-level traits. The cross-sectional nature of the
data thus allows us to test whether cross-sectional differences exist based on characteristics that
we would expect to be consistent with a theory of sentiment.
Minority Home Buyers. Baker and Wurgler (2006) highlight two channels through which
theory predicts sentiment has cross-sectional effects on prices: 1) where demand is less informed and
2) where arbitrage constraints are particularly binding. Since arbitrage constraints are completely
binding in the housing market, this suggests potential cross-sectional effects lie in differences in
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informed demand for housing among buyers. For example, Shiller (2008) raises concerns to the
disproportionate lack of access to adequate financial advice available to minority groups that may
lead to investment decisions based on minimal or biased information. Indeed in a comprehensive
survey of financial literacy, Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) find that financial knowledge and planning
are at lowest levels among Hispanic and Black respondents. The Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
(HMDA) requires lending institutions to file reports on all mortgage applications, and thus pro-
vides an opportunity to test cross-sectional effects based on the demographic profile of the pool of
potential home buyers.
Following Ferreira and Gyourko (2012), I define a “% minority” variable based on the fraction
of African-Americans and Hispanics loan applicants coded by the HMDA dataset. I calculate the
average fraction of minority loan applicants across the sample period for each city, and then divide
the 34 cities in my sample into two equal groups based on whether the city contains a low or high
fraction of potential minority homebuyers. I then estimate the following equation to test whether
sentiment effects differ across group:
4pit+1 = α+ λLk4pit + βLk∆sit +High+ βHighLk∆sit ×High+ γ4xit + εit+1 (5)
Equation 5 examines the same predictive relationship between prices and media sentiment as in
Equation 2, but now explores additional interactions between the fraction of potential minority
homebuyers and lagged sentiment. High is an indicator variable for a city with a high fraction of
minority buyers, and is interacted with all included lags of media sentiment. Since the Low group
is omitted from the regression, β now represents the baseline effect of sentiment for cities with
the lowest fraction of minority homebuyers. The parameter βHigh then captures the additional
sentiment effect of being in the high group. If there are no cross-sectional differences across cities,
the coefficient βHigh should not be significantly different than zero. If we presume the pool of buyers
with low access to financial advice to be more likely subject to sentiment, then we would expect
sentiment effects to be larger in cities with a larger fraction of minority buyers. In other words, a
significant coefficient βHigh > 0 would indicate a cross-sectional effect consistent with a theory of
sentiment.
Column 1 of Table 7 reports the coefficient estimates β in the first row and βHigh in the
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row directly below. The results reveal that sentiment effects do appear to be greater in cities with
a higher fraction of minority loan applicants. Baseline estimates for the low group indicate a one
percent appreciation in accumulated lagged sentiment predicts a future quarterly price appreciation
of approximately 2.1 percentage points. This is still significant in magnitude relative to the average
quarterly house price appreciation. Estimates for βHigh, however, suggest that a the same increase
in sentiment would lead to a 1.5 percentage point additional increase in future price growth. Thus,
this means that sentiment in cities with a larger fraction of minority mortgage applicants has an
impact nearly 2x greater than in those with fewer potential minority home buyers. In their analysis,
Ferreira and Gyourko (2012) find that the share of minority home buyers are not able to explain the
timing or magnitude of the house price booms across cities. These results suggest that while the
fraction of minority purchasers may not be able to account for the changes in house prices alone,
it may still have served as a factor in combination with changing sentiment during this period.
Speculators. Piazzesi and Schneider (2009) analyze housing answers from the Michigan
Survey of Consumers and identify a set of homebuyers as “momentum” traders, or those that
invested in housing because of an increased optimistic belief in rising house prices. Indeed, De Long
et al. (1990b) show that traders may rationally respond to growing sentiment in the market and
buy in anticipation of increasing prices. Chinco and Mayer (2014) document the presence of 2nd
home buyers across local housing markets from 2000 to 2007, and find that non-local investors not
only behave as speculators but also do not appear particularly well-informed. Bayer, Geissler and
Roberts (2011) find that speculative activity, particularly among naive investors, increased during
the housing boom. Regardless of whether these investors were rationally chasing or subject to
sentiment themselves, these studies present an additional opportunity to test cross-sectional effects
of sentiment across markets. Given a measure of speculators, evidence suggests that we should
observe a larger impact of sentiment in markets where there is greater speculation.
Utilizing the transaction-level records in the DataQuick dataset, I define the number of spec-
ulators in a city by those who purchased one or more homes that are not owner-occupied.9 I again
divide the cities my sample into two equal groups, but now based on the presence of speculators
across markets. Low thus refers to markets with a low number of speculators and High is an
9Similar strategies are used in to measure speculators in Ferreira and Gyourko (2012), ?, and Bayer, Geissler and
Roberts (2011).
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indicator variable for cities with an above median number of speculators. I then run the same
regression in Equation 5, but to test for cross-sectional differences instead based on speculation
across markets. Thus, β now represents the baseline effect of sentiment for cities with low or no
speculators, and βHigh now represents the additional sentiment effect of having a high presence of
speculators. As with the test across minority homebuyers, if there exist no cross-sectional differ-
ences across cities, βHigh should not be significantly different than zero. If βHigh is significantly
greater than zero, then this would indicate that the impact of sentiment is greater in cities with
greater speculation, consistent with a theory of sentiment.
Column 2 of Table 7 reports the results of estimating Equation 5 based on the cross-sectional
differences in speculators. The results show that sentiment still has a positive and significant predic-
tive effect on prices in cities with fewer speculators. The magnitude of β is slightly smaller than the
original overall estimates of β from Equation 2, but is still significant in economic magnitude. Co-
efficient estimates for the Low group show that a one percent appreciation in accumulated lagged
sentiment predicts a future quarterly price appreciation of approximately 2.1 percentage points,
compared to a magnitude of 2.8 percentage points in Table 3. Coefficient estimates for βHigh, how-
ever, suggest that a one percent increase in sentiment would lead to an additional 3.2 percentage
point increase in future price growth. The magnitude of this estimate reveals a stark difference
between the low and high groups, nearly twice the size of the estimates for the high minority group
reported in column 1. Cities with a greater number of speculators observe a sentiment impact more
than double than in those with fewer speculative investors. Thus as with the share of minorities,
estimates reveal results consistent with a theory of sentiment.
Subprime Loans. Estimates in section 4.1 show that while the trend in subprime lending
does rise and fall with prices, its pattern does not drive out the impact of sentiment on house prices.
This result is consistent with studies such as Glaeser, Gottlieb and Gyourko (2010) that find while
leverage expanded significantly, credit variables are unable to explain the substantial rise in house
prices. Ferreira and Gyourko (2012) suggest that while their results also cannot explain the timing
of the housing boom with patterns of subprime lending, it may still have played an important role
in the later perpetuation of the housing boom. One possibility is that subprime lending served
as a factor in combination with changing sentiment during this period. Mian and Sufi (2009),
for example, find evidence that the increasing supply of credit from lenders led to the expansion
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of leverage taken out by subprime borrowers. If subprime lenders did indeed target the profile of
certain borrowers, they likely targeted those buyers that were most subject to sentiment. We would
simultaneously expect those most uninformed and vulnerable to sentiment to be more willing to
take out risky, subprime loans. If this is the case, then this suggests an additional cross-sectional
test: we should observe a larger impact of sentiment on prices in markets where more subprime
loans were taken out.
Using the same measure of subprime loans defined in section 4.1, I divide markets into equal
Low and High groups now based on the average number of subprime loans made each quarter. I
again estimate the same Equation 5, but now to test for cross-sectional differences instead based
on subprime lending across markets. As noted in the previous section, my sample of cities with
full subprime lending coverage contains 23 cities, and the number of observations in this estimation
should be smaller than previously. Similar to the two previous tests, this estimation tests the
alternative hypothesis βHigh > 0, indicating that sentiment effects on prices are greater in cities
with greater subprime lending. Results in support of the null hypothesis, βHigh = 0, would instead
indicates that there is no discernible cross-sectional difference across markets based on the frequency
of subprime lending.
Column 3 of Table 7 reports the cross-sectional results based on the differences across mar-
kets in subprime loans. Baseline estimates for sentiment in the Low group are still positive and
significant in magnitude, but much smaller in comparison to overall estimates for the same sam-
ple in Table 6. A one percent appreciation in lagged sentiment predicts a future quarterly price
appreciation of approximately 2.7 percentage points, compared to a magnitude of 4.8 percentage
points in Table 6. Estimates for βHigh in column 3, however, indicate that effect of sentiment is
even higher in magnitude across markets with greater subprime lending. A one percent increase in
sentiment predicts an additional 2.6 percentage points, or a total impact of 5.3 percentage point
increase on future price growth. As in column 2, these estimates show a distinct difference between
the Low and High groups based on subprime loans. Consistent with a sentiment hypothesis, cities
with greater subprime lending experience a greater effect of sentiment on house prices.
Price of Homes. The tests in this section thus far have taken advantage of the cross-
sectional differences in housing demand based across cities to tests predicted differences in senti-
ment. Nonetheless, since there exists different types of buyers within markets as well, we can also
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exploit cross-sectional differences in informed demand within a city. If the above results are evidence
of an effect of sentiment, then varying levels of informed agents within local markets should imply
varying impacts of sentiment as well. One way to identify different type of agents within a local
city is through the separate markets they participate in. The most obvious and straightforward
way to distinguish these markets is through price. Those with lower-income would only qualify
for lower-priced homes, while higher-income buyers would be more active in higher-priced homes.
Since minority households are often in the lower quartiles of the income distribution, Lusardi and
Mitchell (2007) find that lower income profiles similarly report lower financial literacy levels. Thus
as in the other tests in this section, a theory of sentiment would suggest that prices in markets
dominated by buyers with less financial education should be more greatly affected by sentiment
than those among a higher income profile.
FHFA house prices used in the estimations thus far only provide an index of the on average
change in all house price levels for a metropolitan area. The Case-Shiller home price indices,
however, also divide their indices into three price tiers: low, medium, and high. The tiers are
calculated to be comparable across metro areas, so that a low-tier reflects the bottom third of sale
prices while the high tier indicates sales in the top third of home prices. Thus in columns 4 and
5 of Table 7, I again estimate 5 but replace overall prices with first low-tier and then high-tier
prices across metropolitan areas respectively. Note that since the Case-Shiller home price index
only tracks house prices for 20 metropolitan areas, estimations in columns 4 and 5 are limited to
this sample.
Column 4 first reports the total estimated effect of sentiment, βLow, on the low-tier priced
homes across cities. The results show that estimates are not only statistically significant but very
large in magnitude, reporting a nearly 6 to 1 response in quarterly price growth to past changes
in sentiment. Column 5 shows that estimates, βHigh, for high priced homes are much smaller,
reporting results of nearly half the magnitude of those for lower-priced homes. Baseline estimates
based on the average price index for the sample of 20 Case-Shiller cities is approximately equal
to 3.9, which is higher than estimates for the full 34 city sample. Nonetheless, column 4 shows
that the total estimated effect for low-tier cities is still much higher with an estimated coefficient
of 5.9 percentage points. Estimates for high-priced homes are equal to 3.3 percentage points,
slightly smaller in magnitude than the baseline results though not necessarily statistically different.
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Therefore, these estimates confirm that results are not only consistent with predictive effects of
sentiment cross-sectionally across cities, but across market segments within cities as well.
5 Conclusion
While there has been much discussion and interest in the role of “animal spirits” in the most recent
housing crisis, empirical tests of this hypothesis have been limited due to the lack of sentiment
measures for the housing market. Any measure of expectations is naturally difficult to construct,
and survey measures are expensive to implement and therefore limited in geographic scope and/or
frequency. Housing markets are driven by local factors, however, and understanding why some
markets experienced big price movements and others did not in the last housing cycle subsequently
requires variables with cross-sectional variation. This paper contributes the first real-time measures
of local housing sentiment across 34 major metropolitan markets by quantifying the tone of local
housing news. Specifically, I capture the share of positive minus negative words across local housing
news articles.
I find that patterns in my measure of media housing sentiment appear to lead movements in
house prices by 2 years on average. In cities with big boom and busts of house prices, I find that me-
dia sentiment peaks in approximately 2004 while house prices peak in 2006. This leading pattern is
also reflected in the Michigan Survey of Consumers (national) measure of housing confidence, which
peaks slightly ahead of my composite-20 media housing sentiment index in 2004. I am also able
to validate four of my local city sentiment measures against surveys of housing expectations from
Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012). Though only available annually, Case, Shiller and Thompson
(2012) measures exhibit similar leading patterns across cities and correlate highly with my media
sentiment indices. In some ways, this pattern seems to contradict the perception that buyers were
positive up through 2006 before prices began to fall. Articles in my media sentiment index are still
positive through 2006, however, but reach its positive peak in 2004. Similarly in both the Michigan
SOC and Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012), respondents are still very positive up to 2006, but
their expectations are at their highest in 2004.
I find that changes in my measure of media sentiment have significant predictive power for
future house price growth. The media housing sentiment index explains a significant amount of
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variation in house price changes above and beyond a set of observed economic factors that have
been shown to predict house prices historically. These traditional factors appear to explain more
variation in cities with more stable house price appreciation, but where media sentiment accounts
for more of the variation in cities with large swings in house prices. This effect remains robust to
the inclusion of additional controls for subprime lending and the availability of easy credit. The
structure of the media sentiment index itself reflects a backward looking structure consistent with
extrapolative expectations proposed in behavioral finance theories.
These results are consistent with two interpretations of the housing media sentiment index.
The housing media index could proxy for investor sentiment in the housing market, or instead proxy
for hard-to-measure fundamentals that are instead driving housing prices. Note that regardless of
interpretation, the housing media sentiment index provides an useful methodology to measure
unobservable factors in the housing market. Nonetheless, the effect of the media sentiment index
on house prices does not appear to be driven by news stories that discuss housing fundamentals.
The predictive power also remains robust when the identifying variation is narrowed to a smaller
subset of sentiment-only news articles relative to the pattern of words across information-driven
articles. Media sentiment also has a greater effect on house prices among those markets with a
larger minority homebuyer presence, more speculative investors, and across lower priced homes.
The predictive effect is also amplified in markets where more subprime loans were approved and
taken out.
I interpret these results as supportive of a sentiment interpretation of the housing market,
and less consistent with an informational interpretation of the media index. A story of information
would instead have to account for why certain unobserved fundamentals would have greater effects
in markets with more homebuyers vulnerable to sentiment than others. The amplified effects of
sentiment and subprime lending provide a potential explanation for why prior studies have been
unable to account for the magnitude of house price changes with the share of minority buyers
or expansion of easy credit alone. Without a strictly exogenous instrument for sentiment, this
paper makes a careful effort to avoid making any conclusions about causality. Causes of the most
recent housing cycle cannot likely be summarized by one single factor, however, and the cross-
sectional analysis of this paper suggests that the driving factors behind the last boom are more
complicated. Expectations and fundamentals likely have a more complex relationship; for example,
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where a subset of homebuyers may systematically overreact to a positive shock from lower interest
rates or increases in credit supply. These results strongly suggest that sentiment should be taken
seriously as a potential determinant of house prices and deserves greater attention in future research
and policy concerns. In particular, the results of this paper suggest future work might address a
greater understanding of what specific factors drive sentiment, whether the media plays a role
in perpetuating financial mistakes, and if these factors can be improved with current financial
education and literacy policies.
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Appendix
A.1 Sentiment Index Robustness and Alternate Versions
News Intensity. Excitement over the housing market may be evident in not only the tone of
news articles, but also by how many articles cover the housing market each month. A newspaper
can cater to reader sentiment through both the slant and frequency of its housing news articles.
Thus to capture this dimension, I interact the baseline index with the share of housing articles
published by a newspaper each month. Specifically, this version can be represented by:
(Posit −Negit) ∗
# Housing Articles
# Total Articles it
The share of housing articles is equal to the number of housing articles divided by the total number
of news articles (in any subject) in city i and month t. Column (3) shows that this version also has
no effect on the results, and is highly correlated with the baseline.
Term Weighted Index. Loughran and Mcdonald (2011) also propose an index that weights








where N represents the total number of articles in the sample, dfi, the number of articles containing
at least one occurrence of the ith word, tfij the raw count of the i
th word in the jth document, and
a the total number of positive words in the article. The first term accounts for the frequency of
the term within each article but also applies a log transformation to attenuate the impact of high
frequency words. For example, the word soar may appear 32,000 times in our sample while the
word skyrocket only appears 10 times, but this does not mean soar is necessarily 3200 times more
important than the word skyrocket. The second term measures the importance of the term across
documents by dividing the total number of documents in the sample by the number of documents
containing the particular term. Thus the word soar will receive a high weight based on the first
term, but if it is a common word that appears in more than 90 percent of articles, then the second
term will decrease the first term by more than 90 percent. I apply this weighting formula to the
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share of positive words and test to see this has a significant effect on the results, but find that
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Figure 1: Validating Media Housing Sentiment with Survey of Consumers
Note: Figure 1 compares the patterns of the composite-20 housing media sentiment index with the Michigan/Reuters
Survey of Consumers (SOC) survey of home buyers. The SOC surveys a nationally representative sample of 500
consumers and asks whether they think it is a good or bad time to buy a home. The SOC cannot be broken down
by city, but provides a validation of the media sentiment index on a national level. The green dashed line plots the
SOC relative index, which equals the percentage who answered “Good” - ”Bad” + 100. The blue dashed line plots
the housing media sentiment index, which equals the fraction of positive - negative words across all housing news
articles per month. The media sentiment index lags the SOC survey index by several months but mirrors a very
similar pattern. The correlation between the SOC survey and (lagged) media sentiment is approximately 0.84.
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Figure 2: Validating Media Housing Sentiment with Case-Shiller Surveys
Note: Figure 2 compares the patterns of the housing media sentiment index with surveys by Case, Shiller and
Thompson (2012). Case, Shiller and Thompson (2012) survey home buyer expectations in four cities annually from
2003 to 2012. The grey bars plot the percentage respondents think home prices will increase or decrease over the next
year. The Case-Shiller survey is limited to an annual frequency, but provides a validation of the media sentiment
index at the city level. The blue dashed line plots the housing media sentiment index, which equals the fraction of
positive - negative words across all housing news articles per month. The media sentiment generally follows a very
similar trending pattern city by city. The correlation between the Case-Shiller Survey and media index is equal to
approximately 0.74.
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Figure 3: Media Housing Sentiment and Case-Shiller Home Price Indexes
Note: Figure 2 plots the housing sentiment index and housing price indexes for the composite-20 index and a sample
of four individual cities. Lines are smoothed for seasonal variation and noise with a one-year backward and forward
moving average. The full set of city plots and summary statistics are located in the Appendix.
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Table 1: Major Newspaper Publications by City
City Newspaper Publication City Newspaper Publication
Atlanta The Atlanta Journal-Constitution Milwaukee The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Austin Austin American-Statesman Minneapolis Star Tribune
Baltimore The Baltimore Sun NYC New York Times
Boston Boston Herald/Boston Globe Orlando Orlando Sentinel
Charlotte The Observer Philadelphia The Philadelphia Inquirer
Chicago Chicago Tribune Phoenix The Arizona Republic
Cincinnati The Cincinnati Enquirer Pittsburgh Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
Cleveland The Plain Dealer Portland The Oregonian
Columbus (OH) The Columbus Dispatch Sacramento Sacramento Bee
Dallas The Dallas Morning News San Antonio San Antonio Express-News
Denver The Denver Post San Diego The San Diego Union-Tribune
Detroit Detroit News/Detroit Free Press San Francisco The San Francisco Chronicle
Indianapolis The Indianapolis Star San Jose San Jose Mercury News
Kansas City The Kansas City Star Seattle The Seattle Times
LA LA Times/LA Daily News St. Louis St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Las Vegas Las Vegas Review-Journal Tampa Tampa Tribune
Miami The Miami Herald Washington, D.C. The Washington Post
Note: Table 1 lists each city and its corresponding newspaper my sample of housing news articles (N=33998). I draw
from one major newspaper publication for most cities, with the exception of Boston, Detroit, and Los Angeles, in
which I draw form the two major newspapers in the area. My sample covers articles from January 2000 to December
2013.
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Table 2: Sample Positive Words and Word Counts

























Note: The word counts for each listed word includes different tenses and inflections. So for example “boom” includes
counts for “booms”, “boomed”, and “booming.”
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Table 3: Predicting House Price Appreciation with Media Sentiment
Dep Var: House Price Growth
(1) (2) (3)
Lagged Media Sentiment 2.815 2.815 2.815
(6.20) (4.50) (3.89)
Year 1 (L1 + ...+ L4) 1.012 1.012 1.012
(5.44) (4.03) (3.96)
Year 2 (L5 + ...+ L8) 1.112 1.112 1.112
(5.33) (5.03) (3.55)
Year 3 (L9 + ...+ L12) 0.690 0.690 0.690
(4.32) (2.91) (2.99)
Std Errors: Newey-West X . .
Std Errors: Driscoll-Kray . X .
Std Errors: Clustered by (i, t) . . X
Observations 1450 1450 1450
Adjusted R2 0.48 0.48 0.48
Note: Table 3 reports the estimates for β in equation (2). Each coefficient estimate measures the impact of a one
percent increase in the quarterly growth of sentiment on the future quarterly growth in housing prices. All columns
control for past price changes and a vector of housing fundamentals, 4xt, described in the text. Lagged Media
Sentiment reports the cumulative effect of all lags of sentiment from t− 12 to t− 1. The rows below break down total
sum of the quarterly lags of sentiment by lagged years. “Year 1” coefficient equals the sum of lagged expectations
from L1 to L4, “Year 2” is the sum of lags L5 to L8, “Year 3” is the sum from lags L9 to L12. The corresponding
t-statistics for the linear combination of estimates are reported in parentheses below based on calculated standard
errors. Column 1 calculates Newey and West (1987) standard errors, robust to heteroskedasticity and auto-correlation
up to T − 1 lags, Column 2 calculates Driscoll and Kraay (1998) standard errors to account for cross-section spatial
dependence, and Column 3 calculates standard errors clustered by quarter and city.
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Table 4: Predicting Housing Media Sentiment with Past Returns
Dep Var: Media Sentiment Sit
6 months 1 year 3 years 5 years
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Cumulative Price Appreciation 10.578 7.127 2.614 1.020
(6.23) (6.62) (3.61) (1.90)
log(P ) 0.404 0.245 -0.325 -0.331
(1.03) (0.63) (-0.63) (-0.54)
30-year Mortgage Rate -0.597 -0.597 -0.700 -0.700
(-5.35) (-6.25) (-6.86) (-7.33)
Observations 1850 1850 1850 1850
Adjusted R2 0.207 0.222 0.198 0.180
Note: Table 4 explores the determinants of media sentiment, and reports the estimates for λ and δ in equation
(3). Standard errors are clustered by quarter and city, corresponding t-statistics are reported in parentheses below.
Estimates show that when past returns are high, media sentiment is also high. This effect is robust up to a window
of 3 years, but the magnitude of the effect appears to decline with a longer horizon.
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Table 5: Is Media Sentiment Driven By News Stories on Fundamentals?
Dep Var: Housing Price Growth, t=quarterly
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Lagged Media Sentiment 2.971 3.494 3.386 3.339 3.904 3.805 3.494
(3.95) (4.52) (4.59) (4.50) (4.66) (4.63) (4.16)
Media Rents X X X X X X X
Media Labor Market Conditions . X X X X X X
Media Housing Supply . . X X X X X
Media User Costs . . . X X X X
Media Demographics . . . . X X X
Media Local GDP & Inflation . . . . . X X
Media Credit Conditions . . . . . . X
Observations 1432 1432 1432 1432 1432 1432 1432
Adjusted R2 0.472 0.473 0.477 0.475 0.476 0.474 0.474
Note: Table 5 table directly controls for news content over fundamentals by identifying any news article that
mentions a particular fundamental in its text. The variable “Media Rents”, for example, is the share of positive minus
negative words in any articles that mention any word related to “rents” in its text. Standard errors are clustered
by quarter and city, corresponding t-statistics are reported in parentheses. Estimates of lagged media represent the
impact of a one percent increase in the monthly growth of sentiment on the monthly growth in prices i.e. monthly
capital appreciation on housing. Estimates remain robust to the inclusion of “media fundamentals,” suggesting that
the estimated effect is not driven by a particular set of stories on fundamentals.
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Table 6: Controlling for Easy Credit and Subprime Lending
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Lagged Media Sentiment 4.801 4.812 4.808 3.388
(3.58) (3.45) (3.42) (2.50)
Year 1 (L1 + ...+ L4) 1.649 1.650 1.659 1.230
(3.67) (3.67) (3.68) (2.72)
Year 2 (L5 + ...+ L8) 2.023 2.029 2.026 1.350
(3.53) (3.34) (3.30) (2.27)
Year 3 (L9 + ...+ L12) 1.129 1.134 1.123 0.809
(2.69) (2.53) (2.46) (1.81)
Libor Rate . X X X
Loan-To-Value Ratios . . X X
% of Subprime Lending . . . X
Observations 762 762 762 762
Adjusted R2 0.481 0.481 0.477 0.506
Note: Table 6 reports the estimates for β in equation (2) with additional controls for subprime lending and ease of
credit. As in Table 3, each coefficient estimate measures the impact of a one percent increase in the quarterly growth
of sentiment on the future quarterly growth in housing prices. All columns control for past price changes and a vector
of housing fundamentals. Lagged Media Sentiment reports the cumulative effect of all lags of sentiment from t− 12
to t−1. The rows below break down total sum of the quarterly lags of sentiment by lagged years. “Year 1” coefficient
equals the sum of lagged expectations from L1 to L4, “Year 2” is the sum of lags L5 to L8, “Year 3” is the sum from
lags L9 to L12. The corresponding t-statistics for the linear combination of estimates are reported in parentheses
below based on calculated standard errors clustered by quarter and city.
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Table 7: Predicting Price Growth Using Weekend and Narrative Sentiment
Baseline Weekend Narrative
(1) (2) (3)
Sum of Lagged Sentiment 2.815 2.545 2.621
(3.88) (3.99) (3.78)
Year 1 (L1 + ...+ L4) 1.012 0.541 0.907
(3.96) (3.06) (3.88)
Year 2 (L5 + ...+ L8) 1.112 1.195 1.047
(3.55) (3.95) (3.80)
Year 3 (L9 + ...+ L12) 0.690 0.809 0.667
(2.99) (3.38) (2.64)
Observations 1450 1450 1450
Adjusted R2 0.48 0.47 0.48
Note: Table 7 reports the estimates for β in equation (2) using alternate sentiment indices SWeekendand SNarrative.
Each coefficient estimate measures the impact of a one percent increase in the quarterly growth of sentiment on
the future quarterly growth in housing prices. All columns control for past price changes and a vector of housing
fundamentals. Lagged Media Sentiment reports the cumulative effect of all lags of sentiment from t − 12 to t − 1.
The rows below break down total sum of the quarterly lags of sentiment by lagged years. “Year 1” coefficient equals
the sum of lagged expectations from L1 to L4, “Year 2” is the sum of lags L5 to L8, “Year 3” is the sum from lags
L9 to L12. The corresponding t-statistics for the linear combination of estimates are reported in parentheses below
based on calculated standard errors clustered by quarter and city.
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Table 8: Cross-Sectional Effects of Media Sentiment
Low Price High Price
Homes Homes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Lagged Media Sentiment 2.055 2.020 2.768 5.921 3.335
(3.51) (3.40) (2.42) (4.15) (4.63)
× High Minority Buyers 1.568 . . . .
(2.64) . . . .
× High 2nd Home Buyers . 3.202 . . .
. (3.63) . . .
× High Subprime Loans . . 2.576 . .
. . (2.70) . .
Observations 1450 1450 773 712 712
Adjusted R2 0.483 0.490 0.483 0.683 0.753
Note: Table 68explores the cross-sectional effects of sentiment on house price changes. reports the estimates for β
and βHighin equation 5. Each coefficient estimate measures the impact of a one percent increase in the quarterly
growth of sentiment on the future quarterly growth in housing prices. The baseline estimate for β represents the effect
of the Low group described in the text, while estimates βHigh represent the additional effect of sentiment on prices
for the corresponding High group. All columns still control for past price changes and the same vector of housing
fundamentals in all previous tables. Lagged Media Sentiment reports the cumulative effect of all lags of sentiment
from t−12 to t−1. The corresponding t-statistics for the linear combination of estimates are reported in parentheses
below based on calculated standard errors clustered by quarter and city.
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Table A.1 Housing Sentiment and Prices by City
Media Sentiment House Prices
Mean Sd Mean Sd
Atlanta 2.30 1.45 170.48 17.09
Austin 3.39 2.55 242.36 37.39
Baltimore 2.55 1.64 209.91 46.43
Boston 1.97 1.61 233.21 31.09
Charlotte 2.68 2.28 169.90 17.08
Chicago 2.70 1.31 190.52 28.31
Cincinnati 1.95 2.31 164.29 10.25
Cleveland 1.19 1.70 157.75 11.51
Columbus (OH) 1.66 1.94 168.99 10.42
Dallas 2.56 1.98 164.07 14.64
Denver 2.03 1.72 266.80 22.88
Detroit 1.95 1.85 168.92 35.11
Indianapolis 1.66 1.31 152.14 7.77
Kansas City 3.01 2.10 180.92 13.81
Las Vegas 2.59 1.76 164.39 57.22
Los Angeles 2.60 1.33 187.34 51.25
Note: This figure plots the housing sentiment and price indexes and lists the respective mean and standard deviation by city
from 2000-Q1 to 2013-Q4. The solid line represents the media sentiment index and dashed line plots the price index. The
shaded region plots the interquartile range of the house price index. The media sentiment index equals the share of positive
minus negative words across housing newspaper articles in each city-month.
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(Table A.1 Continued)
Media Sentiment House Prices
Mean Sd Mean Sd
Miami 2.01 1.90 260.85 78.13
Milwaukee 2.77 1.65 206.74 23.08
Minneapolis 2.52 1.59 220.55 28.45
NYC 2.57 1.56 221.92 42.53
Orlando 2.68 1.87 188.80 50.38
Philadelphia 1.75 1.37 196.68 44.04
Phoenix 2.73 2.05 221.07 60.06
Pittsburgh 3.00 2.36 171.44 20.21
Portland 2.33 1.70 264.37 50.01
Sacramento 1.45 1.60 168.89 45.17
San Antonio 2.66 1.74 185.99 28.61
San Diego 2.50 1.52 215.39 48.04
San Francisco 2.35 1.58 231.34 33.92
San Jose 2.36 1.73 229.34 32.93
Seattle 2.68 2.10 229.04 42.87
St. Louis 2.21 1.82 185.09 19.57
Tampa 1.62 2.06 211.07 50.65
Washington, D.C. 1.93 1.41 216.78 49.73
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